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Overview PETRA III 

Main parameters

- Circumference: 2304 m

- Energy: 6 GeV

- Emittance: horiz. 1.3 nm rad

- Current: 100 mA / 120 mA

- No. Bunches: 40/480 => 19.2 nC / 1.9 nC

- User Beamlines: 27



Overview PETRA III 

Parasitic bunches 

Pre-accelerators can generate parasitic bunches ±8ns 

-> are mostly cleaned with Post-Linac-Chopper (PLC)

 Main reason in storage ring: 

Touschek scattering, growing with time in ±n*2ns distances1

1J. Keil∗, H. Ehrlichmann, Proc. IPAC2016, Busan/Korea,THPMR020, p.3434ff



Actual measurement system

Installation at User Beamline P01 

At Beamline P01 a stationary measurement system is installed which consists of

- Detection system for scattered X-rays from thin graphite foil

→   Avalanche Photo Diode (APD) with amplifier as detector

- Bunch clock distribution

- Constant Fraction Discriminators (CFDs) 

- Time to Digital Converter (TDC) + Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA)

H. Franz et al., Proc. DIPAC 2003, Mainz (Germany), PM24, p.149

 Time Correlated Single Photon Counting

(TCSPC) system

 Availability depends on user experiments



Additional Experience at PETRA III

Tests at diagnostic beamline 

- Tests were made using a similar system as part 

of machine diagnostic beamline inside 

accelerator tunnel, based on commercial 

system (formerly developed at ESRF)

- no satisfactory results for permanent 

measurement

monochromator

chamber

APD detector

diffuse scatterer

γ

G. Kube, Review of PETRA III Diagnostics, DEELS 2014 Workshop @ESRF



Requirements for the new design

General 

- using an much smaller area APD type to reduce influence of background radiation

- minimum influence on curve shape (falling: 600ps, rising 1ns)

- amplification for signals corresponding 4keV to about 26keV

- small PCB layout 

- use actual standard components to reduce costs and extend availability

- add temperature sensor 

- set-up of user-independent  bunch purity measurement 

https://www.hamamatsu.com/eu/en/product/type/S5344/index.html

Hamamatsu S5344 APD

Why self-made 

- get knowledge on fast XAPD/ photodiode amplifier design

- users are interested in optimized solution for smaller and 

faster APDs

- greater community   →    cost effective design is a concern 



Design

Electrical 

- Transimpedance design to slow with standard parts → Design with gain blocks

- Amplifiers used are low noise, wide bandwidth types 

- Added a voltage regulator 

- Amplification: 48.6dB at 1GHz, 33dB at 2GHz

- Bandwidth 50MHz to 1GHz at 3dB compression, but smooth drop

→  higher frequencies will be amplified too – no sharp low pass characteristic

Mechanical

- Small, stackable package

- Socket for APD

- Connectors direct on PCB

A. Q. R. Baron et al. / Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 400 (1997) p.126

Suggested design of A. Q. R. Baron



Design

Nominal gain: 52dB

Noise: 7mV rms

3dB-Bandwidth: 890MHz, 30dB at 2GHz 

Actual and tested design



Measurements

Test with sources 

Am241 and Fe55

- fall time about 800ps

- Rise time about 7ns

- But: smooth curve without 

overshoot

Comparative measurement with old amplifier 



Measurements

Best of actual design – some work to do

- Fall time about 650ps

- Rise time about 800ps-1ns

- As stated in Ref. [1] for this 

type of APD

- But: overshoot about 30%

1A.Q.R. Baron, Hyperfine Interactions 125(2000) p.36f

5ns/div



Observations and lesson learned

Decaying Oscillations



Observations and lesson learned

High speed APD



Observations and lesson learned

Oscillations

- Set mobile phone to flight mode 

- Good grounding is essential 

- Shielding: this amplifier requires extremely good RF shielding

How to destroy gain blocks, or why circuit protection is important

- If working resistor of APD is to high or removed, the first stage will be defect

- The first two amplifiers can break the third if the input amplitude is too high

- Not understood: rising edge not depended on working resistor?



Results 

- falling edges like expected

- rising edges, too. But strong overshoot (minimum 25%)

- Problems:

• Ringing/ Oscillations

• self-oscillations on many frequencies up to 7GHz

=>Work on new PCB-Design ready. Next test will be made soon!
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